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Since 1932, Ethan Allen has furnished homes across the United States.  

We have built American factories and employed thousands of American designers, 

merchants, craftspeople, and factory workers who proudly create designer furniture 

with legendary Ethan Allen handcrafted quality. Over the decades, our designs have 

evolved along with American taste and culture. 

The modern zeitgeist calls for versatility, comfort, and timeless style, so now 

we proudly introduce Lucy by Ethan Allen™. American design is born of the very best 

influences from around the world. It’s in our DNA, and the Lucy ensemble is born of 

these values—fashioned with a blend of classical elegance and modern panache.

Historically, Lucy was the youngest member of the Allen Family. Her  

design persona is innovative, creative, and grounded in the neoclassical. She  

upholds the Ethan Allen values of exemplary design, service, and craftsmanship.   

We hope you’ll love Lucy as much as we do.

a timeless tale of american 

design

™
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MY  
MODERN 
THROWBACK
As a maven of modern design, I created this 33-piece midcentury-inspired 
ensemble of playfully collaborative style. My pieces are customizable  
in 52 mix-and-match fabrics and four leg styles, and delivered quickly –  
with “you” written all over them. ethanallen.com/lucy



d y n a m i c  a n d  d i v i n e , darling
Want to create a relaxed vibe with a strong sense of fashion? I recommend 
my family of of flare arms and a large-scale ottoman. They’re midcentury 
stylish and modern in comfort and stain resistance. Let the kiddies and pets 
enjoy playtime, and you’ll be ready for group selfies in no time flat.

CARRAH SOFA
smooth back | tapered cone legs

RILEY CHAIR
smooth back | tapered cone legs

KARLEIGH OTTOMAN



DIONDRE CHAIR
button tuft | acrylic legs

pad your pad in sweeping style



REMSON SOFA
accent button | flare legs

KENDRICK OTTOMAN

curvy & 
cubist



4
legs

52
fabrics

?

22 sofas 

8 chairs 

3 ottomans  

plus, 2 pillow styles

ethanallen.com/lucy

Flare or tapered 

cone in your 

choice of two 

finishes (crafted 

in hardwood), 

acrylic, or metal. 32 solid fabrics 

to choose from 

on any Lucy style, 

plus 20 pattern 

fabrics to dress 

up your ottomans 

and pillows.

Unlimited 

possibilities.

BY THE NUMBERS
™



curved corner shelter arm (sofas only)

slope arm flare arm

p i c k  a  shape
p i c k  a  l e g

FLARE (SELECT STYLES)

ACRYLIC

TAPERED CONE

METAL

p i c k  a  back style
channel

button  
tuft

smooth

accent 
button

now it’
s  

dress-u
p  

time wi
th

fabrics



button tuft! smooth back!

acrylic legs!

oslo blush

Deverelle, Dinodre, and Dynna are 

my adorable trio of slope-arm chairs 

(available as sofas as well). They’re no 

slouches in style and are lean divas 

that easily fit in your home. Mix and 

match back styles and legs for the most 

comfortable fashion show in town.

verona aquamarinecalgary charcoal

metal legs!

c o m p l e m e n t a r y  s t y l e   i n d i v i d u a l  expressions



heady Contemplations   32 SOLID COLORS AND 20 PATTERNS



My “kiddies” play so nicely together. They’re 
into button-backs, what about you? The solids 
they wear are refined and stain-resistant. The 
ottoman and pillows are your chance to get in 
touch with your inner artistic child.   

DEVERELLE SOFA
button tuft | acrylic legs

CORWYN CHAIR
accent button | tapered cone legs

KARLEIGH OTTOMAN

  c u t e  a s  buttons



bolster y o u r  s e n s e  o f  f a s h i o n



lucy’s  loose 
line designs

Curves ahead! My idea of R&R is Remson  
and Riley. They have the sweetest corners 
and are real softies. Karleigh is a center of 
attention and does triple duty as a seat,  
table, and footrest.

REMSON SOFA
accent button | flare legs

RILEY CHAIR
smooth back | flare legs

KARLEIGH OTTOMAN



Sloped, curved, and flared arms—wave your hand if you’re 
a fan of mix and match. All my designs are complementary 
artistic expressions. And fabulous upholstery choices like 
Nicolette in blush, featured here with my Karleigh ottoman, 
add the “e” to moderne.

curate &  i n n o v a t e 

DIONDRE CHAIR
button tuft | acrylic legs 

CARRAH SOFA
smooth back | tapered cone legs

KARLEIGH OTTOMAN

RORY CHAIR
channel back | metal legs



Do you want to express your subtle sense 
of flare? I love a muted color palette. It’s a 
fantastic opportunity for accents to stand 
out—such as these tapered cone legs—and 
as a backdrop for mixing and matching 
solids and patterns on pillows and bolsters.

CARRAH SOFA
smooth back | tapered cone legs

CORWYN CHAIR
accent button | tapered cone legs

KARLEIGH OTTOMAN

APR20_LUCY_LOBBY_795_CMYK.tif

flair b e y o n d  t h e  p a l e



GEORGEOUS SOLID fabrics FOR SOFAS, CHAIRS, OTTOMANS & PILLOWS

KARAS
dijon

REMY
zinc

WELLS
steel

OSLO
blush

VERONA
fuchsia

WELLS
navy

OSLO
natural

VERONA
aquamarine

GHENT
flax

OSLO
sand

VERONA
apple

GERMAIN
zinc

CALGARY
garnet

VERONA
cayenne

GERMAIN
sand

CALGARY
hemlock

VERONA
dune

VERNER
peacock

CALGARY
charcoal

VERONA
cadet

VERNER
pepper

CALGARY
indigo

LISBON
amber

SAVILE
fog

LISBON
fog

REMY
seaspray

REMY
flax

WELLS
smoke

SAVIEL
pewter

LIEDEN
sand

SAVILE
pepper

SAVILE
oyster

KARAS
dijon



ARTISTIC UPHOLSTERY fabrics FOR OTTOMANS & PILLOWS ONLY



Feel like turning up the glam? 

Channel-backing conjures old 

Hollywood, so starlets like me will 

be right at home. The stain-resistant 

fabric means you and your family 

and friends can really relax and 

celebrate during your own red 

carpet fêtes.

RORY CHAIR
channel back | metal legs



Variety is the spice of life. The range of 
my ensemble comes together in dramatic 
arrangements. Improvise with a range of colors, 
backing, and patterns. And perhaps go with 
the audacious “heels”.

on the mark abstraction

DYANNA CHAIR
smooth back | metal legs 

FRANCA SOFA
channel back | tapered cone legs

REMSON CHAIR
accent button | acrylic legs

KENDRICK OTTOMANS
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